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bray of light
At a seaside villa in Bray, a collaboration of light, space and teamwork
has created a cleverly-configured family home.
P H O T O G R A P H Y D O R E E N K I L F E AT H E R
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Dylan and Flynn relax on Flanagan Kerins beanbags. Behind them
oiled oak veneer panels conceal shelving, while porcelain tiles from
Stone and Tile Studio in Greystones run throughout the ground floor.
ABOVE LEFT “I love being able to see from my kitchen if it’s a good
day for the beach or not,” says Ayshea Ryan. OPPOSITE PAGE
The hallway has retained its period feel, painted in shades of grey by
Farrow & Ball, with the original floorboards.
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‘‘

eing a Libra I thrive on balance
and harmony – and having space
and order in my home positively
influences the way I feel day to day.
Now that we have a house with flow
and continuity, I can finally relax
and enjoy living here”, says Ayshea Ryan, delighted at the
completion of the Bray seaside villa she shares with husband
Ciaran and their two boys, ten year-old Dylan and eight yearold Flynn.
Spotting potential as a family home to endure the passage
of time, the couple were determined to get it right. “We
wanted this to be our last move – our home for life,” explains
Ayshea. “Although I’m fastidious about ensuring my home
is free of clutter and that each room offers space to breathe
(Ayshea runs decluttering service A Place for Space), I didn’t
want to act in haste with this house. So we muddled along for
two years before we felt ready to make changes.”
They were introduced to Tonya Douglas of Little Design
House by Ayshea’s sister. Although now back in Ireland, at
the time Tonya was running her interior design business in the
UK. “I met with Ayshea and Ciaran and felt we could make
the distance and budget work if I acted as a consultant instead
of full-time interior designer,” Tonya explains.
Ayshea says it was a perfect arrangement. “I was able to
go out and source things and then Tonya would help me
focus back to the mood-board we created. She was a great
sounding-board and brought the vision, consistency and
experience we needed. I was hesitant initially about using an
interior designer as I was worried about budgets and felt I
should do everything myself,” Ayshea says. “Now when I look
back, I realise that Tonya’s expertise ensured we got the house
we wanted and actually saved us money in the long-run.”
With time already invested in living in the house, the
couple were sure of a few fundamentals from the outset of the
project. Two aspects in particular needed addressing: firstly,

the old-fashioned room layout of a kitchen on the ground
floor with a dining room on the first floor didn’t reflect
contemporary family life.
Secondly, they needed to find ways to introduce more light.
“Our life at home was always compromised by the poor layout
of the ground floor,” Ayshea explains. “The kitchen was really
gloomy, but we had to eat there as the dining room was too
far away to be practical. This left us with a whole room out
of use.”
In the original layout, the kitchen was one of a trio of
rooms on the ground floor, together with a family room and
a guest bedroom. Each was accessed via a small, dark lobby
space. “The guest bedroom didn’t even have a window,”
says Ayshea.
Structural changes were obviously needed to remedy
the situation and so an architect was brought on-board.
Another personal recommendation resulted in Ayshea and
Ciaran enlisting the services of Robert Bourke, principal of
Robert Bourke Architects. “Robert was also a very fortuitous
introduction,” says Ayshea. “He listened to what we wanted
and worked out a solution full of neat tricks that gave us more
than we had envisaged at the outset. He and Tonya worked
really well together and that made for a really harmonious
design process.”
“When I first saw the house, I was struck by the fact that
there was absolutely no connection to the south-facing garden
at the rear,” says Robert. “It was a huge asset that was being
blocked by the arrangement of rooms downstairs.” Reaching
a consensus that an extension wasn’t necessary, it was decided
to “scoop out” the much-maligned guest room and replace
it with a glass-walled dining room, connecting the kitchen,
dining room and den together without the need for
separate entrances.
“We don’t tend to specify glass boxes as they have become a
little ubiquitous,” Robert explains, “but I felt that the project
called out for this particular treatment and so we installed

OPPOSITE PAGE Dylan stretches out in the first-floor sitting room, which retains elements of the colour palette established in the entrance
hall. The room has a gentle balance between period and contemporary with a BoConcept reading lamp and Søstrene Grene decorations
happily co-existing alongside an original Edwardian fireplace and mantel mirror. Throughout the house the chimneys were fitted with balloons
to counteract the sea breezes that whistled at night and woke the boys.
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glazed walls in the dining room and den.”
One of his subtle adaptations was to slightly rotate the family room (used even
then as the boys’ den), so that a wider outdoor play space with direct access to it was
created. The tiles running throughout the ground floor were then laid to run parallel
with the outdoor tiles, thus creating a smooth transition between inside and out.
Whilst there is a deliberate stylistic distinction between the period part of the
property and the re-imagined ground floor, consistent design themes resonate
through the living areas of the house, played out primarily in the colour palette and
use of materials. “The hallway was our beginning,” says Tonya. “We let light in with
glass panels at the doorway and we developed our theme from there.”
Ayshea says that having Tonya on-board gave them the confidence to choose what
she describes as “quite masculine shades” in the hall, rather than painting everything
white. “We then continued with this colour palette down to the kitchen, dining
room and den, so everything feels united,” says Ayshea.

OPPOSITE PAGE Hand-built wooden kitchen units were specified by RBA to have a timeless
feel, and were painted in Farrow & Ball’s Midnight Blue to blend with the hall colour palette and
topped by a luxurious oiled oak surface, which extends into the dining room. The space feels
contemporary, but with period references, such as the Subway splashback tiles from Stone
and Tile Studio. ABOVE A new light-filled dining room replaces the old guest room, created
with glazed walls by Reynaers and featuring a stunning 10-seat oak table made by joiner
Shane Duffley.
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AYSHEA’S DECLUTTERING TIPS Try to declutter every
season or before an important event • Remember that nostalgia is not
your friend • Tackle one room at a time or one category of belongings
at a time • Kitchen cupboards are much tidier if you use containers.
•

Re-think your hanging space • If you purchase a new item, e.g.

jacket, then an older jacket must go • Keep only what you really
love • Under-bed drawers on wheels are perfect for shoes or hair
appliances. aplaceforspace.ie

FOR WINTER FLOWER TIPS
FROM KILLIAN LANNEN
OF BLOOM MAGIC,
visit image.ie/winterflowers
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ABOVE The previously defunct dining room now enjoys a successful reincarnation as the
master bedroom. Seen here are flowers by Bloom Magic and bauble by Søstrene Grene.
With more natural light, the formal colour palette from the hall lends itself to creating a tranquil
atmosphere, with the grey walls and woodwork counterbalanced by a bespoke white panelled
headboard and crisp white bedlinen.

A warm wood theme is another unifying presence downstairs, linking the kitchen
and dining room via a continuous oak surface, which morphs as it transitions from
room to room and is echoed in the oak veneered panels of the den.
What was originally the dining room now has a new lease of life as the master
bedroom. More clever work here links the bedroom to an ensuite bathroom and the
den, via a new staircase and hidden doors concealed in the walls. “Ayshea tells me
that everyone loves the doors,” says Robert. “What we’ve also achieved, however, is
to create a second circular route through the house, which is both practical
and interesting.”
This will be the family’s fourth festive season since moving in, but the first year
they will enjoy the day at home. Ayshea is looking forward to this being the start of
many Christmases in the house. “In the past I have gladly accepted invitations from
my family, but this year we plan to have a walk on the beach and then it’s our turn to
welcome everyone over.” littledesignhouse.co.uk

ABOVE LEFT Ayshea and Ciaran initially used what is now the first-floor guest bedroom as
the master bedroom; the chaise longue was a gift from Ayshea’s sister. ABOVE RIGHT The
family bathroom was one of the more troublesome elements in the renovation process, when
builder Tony Nolan discovered that the old walls were full of rubble and had to re-build it. The
free-standing bath was already there, and the walls were painted in Farrow & Ball’s Plummet to
tone in with the rest of the old part of the house.
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